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Introduction:
Hepatitis-associated aplastic anaemia (HAAA) is a severe and life-threatening condition that requires effective treatment ap-
proaches. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) has emerged as a promising therapeutic option for HAAA patients.
In this retrospective study, we aimed to investigate the clinical characteristics, outcomes, and prognostic factors associated
with HSCT in HAAA patients at a prominent Chinese blood disease hospital between 2008 and 2022.
Methods:
A comprehensive review of 35 HAAA patients who underwent HSCT was conducted, and clinical data were analyzed to
determine the treatment’s ef�cacy and safety. The patients were primarily categorized into those with severe AA (28.6%)
and very severe AA (65.7%), with a predominant male representation (68.6%) and a median onset age of 23 years (range,
9-44). Both haploidentical and matched sibling donors were utilized in comparable proportions.
Results:
The study revealed a promising 5-year overall survival (OS) rate of 74.0% after HSCT, underscoring the effectiveness of this
treatment approach in HAAA patients. However, certain factors signi�cantly impacted survival rates and treatment outcomes.
Prolonged intervals fromdiagnosis to HSCT (>=75 days), acute graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), and post-HSCT liver events,
such as hepatic GVHDand a three-fold increase in aminotransferase or bilirubin, were found toworsen 5-yearOS. Interestingly,
higher doses of mononuclear cell count, CD34+, CD3+, CD4+, and CD8+ cells in allografts were associated with poorer OS
or graft failure-free survival (GFFS), suggesting that pursuit of higher cell counts in certain cases may be counterproductive.
Furthermore, a close examination of the multivariate models revealed that recipients who received sex-matched grafts ex-
perienced better OS, while those with younger male donors had a lower incidence of grade II-IV acute GVHD. Moreover, a
higher HLA matching degree (HLA >=7/10) between the recipient and donor emerged as an independent prognostic factor
associated with better OS and GFFS.
Conclusion:
This study highlights the safety and ef�cacy of HSCT as a treatment modality for HAAA patients. Early transplantation, careful
donor selection, and efforts to improve post-transplant liver events were identi�ed as crucial factors to optimize treatment
outcomes. While the use of certain cells in higher doses may have a negative impact on survival, the importance of achieving a
high HLAmatching degree cannot be overstated. Moving forward, these �ndings can serve as valuable insights in guiding the
management and treatment decisions for HAAA patients undergoing HSCT. Further research and continuous improvement
in transplantation protocols will undoubtedly advance the success rates and long-term prognosis for individuals af�icted with
this challenging condition.
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